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A New Standard to Control Video Images with Electronic Musical Instruments  

Development of Products Supporting "MIDI Visual Control" 

 
 

Roland Corporation (President: Hidekazu Tanaka, http://www.roland.co.jp/ Capital: 9,274 
million yen) will work on the development and increase of products that support "MIDI 
Visual Control," a global standard for image control with electronic musical instruments 
established by the MMA (MIDI Manufacturers Association Incorporated) and AMEI 
(Association of Musical Electronics Industry).  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Roland strongly promoted MIDI* as an industry standard for connection between electronic 

musical instruments. As a result, in 1983, MIDI was adopted as the global standard, realizing 
a universal connection and communication protocol between instruments by different makers. 
In the years since, MIDI has greatly reformed and developed the musical instrument industry, 
and it has also been applied to computer music, online karaoke, mobile phone ringtones, and 
more. MIDI Visual Control is a standard newly added to MIDI; with this protocol, performers 
can easily control images on a video playback device from their electronic musical 
instruments, manipulating functions such as playback speed, colors, and shapes with MIDI 
performance data. All that’s required is a single-cable MIDI connection between the 
instrument and the video device. 

 
At concerts in recent years, music and video have become inseparable, and musical 

performance synchronized with video images projected on a big screen is commonplace. In 
addition, projectors and other video devices have remarkably improved in performance and 
become reasonably priced, so even small- and medium-sized live venues are able to integrate 
video equipment into their stage systems.  

 
With this proliferation of video, Roland anticipated the growing needs of musicians to 

control video images linked to music pieces by developing V-LINK** in 2002. This 
integrated function allows players to control video images with their electronic musical 
instruments, and we have so far shipped as many as 900,000 products supporting V-LINK. 
Furthermore, we made the V-LINK specification publicly available for free in 2008 to 
promote its adoption as an industry standard. Based on V-LINK, MIDI Visual Control was 
developed as a standard with enhanced versatility, making it available to any manufacturer.  
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Along with V-LINK, Roland will promote the development of new products supporting 
MIDI Visual Control and strive to enhance the popularity of this new standard. By spreading 
the technology and encouraging people to "play video images using electronic musical 
instruments," we will aim to contribute to the development of the musical instrument, music, 
and video image industries with this new style of playing and enjoying music.  
 

* MIDI — short for "Musical Instrument Digital Interface" — is a global standard for digital 
transfer of performance data between musical instruments and other devices.   
 
**            A function that controls video images, as well as sound, with the 
performance of musical instruments, allowing players to use and manipulate images as an 
integrated extension of their music.   
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